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Grey clouds gather. Lightning skirts past the sky. Rumbles
of thunder grumble under their breath. All of that
doesn’t really matter because you’re working from home
and have your headphones on.


Except it does matter, because nature is portending that
something weird is going on in your email inbox.

Meet the BEC Brigade (even though you may not want to). 


They’re the kings and queens of subterfuge, jacks and jills of
all malicious trades, and have only one aim - to steal your
money and data without you even realizing what happened.


THE BEC
BRIGADE
 Spear Phishing Sam

2. Impersonation Irene
3. Payroll Fraud Paul

4. Vendor Fraud Viv
5. Account Takeover Alan

6. Vishing Val
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Spear Phishing 

Sam
VILLIAN #1

Phishing was the
most common
a tt a c k e r t a c t i c i n
2020, involved in

Source: Verizon 2021 Data
Breach Investigations
Report
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36% of all
breacheS.

Superpowers:

An expert archer with an
endless quiver of poison-laced
arrows. He has spent years
perfecting the art of forging
arrows that only work on the
intended victim, like a malicious
key slotting into a keyholeshaped heart.

Likes:

O Creating personalized
arrows in seconds and
somehow still launching
them at scaleG
O Teaming up with Vishing Val,
his twin sister.


Favorite victim:

Whoever he is targeting at any
given moment. Every victim
demands his complete
attention until the arrow hits its
mark, and then it’s onto the
next.


Catchphrase:
“That’s a catch!”


VILLIAN #2

M i c r o s o ft i s t h e m o s t
impersonated brand
in phishing emails,
ranging between

43-70% of all
brand phish
emails.
Source: Various reports
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Superpowers:
A drama enthusiast who spent
years off-broadway before
deciding to use her talents
towards more lucrative and
nefarious ends. She will steal
things big and small from you
by pretending to be your friend,
co-worker, boss, or even service
provider.

Likes:
P Rummaging through her
closet full of wigs, peel-off
masks, and outfits that fit any
occasiond
P Watching The Devil Wears
Prada, especially that scene
with all the costume
changes.


Favorite victim:
Newly onboarded employees
who will do anything their
“CEO” tells them to do, such as
buying iTunes gift cards.



Catchphrase:
“Hi, are you at your desk?”
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Payroll Fraud
Paul
VILLIAN #3

Dollar loss due to
payroll fraud attacks

increased by
815% from 2 018 to
2 019.

Source: FBI alert
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Superpowers:
A snake-in-a-suit that knows
where money comes from,
where it goes, and how to make
it disappear. He is well-versed
in the jargon and specificities of
payroll teams, and can thus
insert himself into any workflow
and make the workflow work
for him.

Likes:
S Rattling off hundreds of
bank account numbers from
memory_
S Adding zeros to other
people’s checks and cashing
them in his name.

Favorite victim:
Payroll teams (this one
shouldn’t come as a surprise).



Catchphrase:
“Can you update my direct
deposit information?”
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Vendor Fraud
Viv
VILLIAN #4

52% of
organizations

Around

have experienced
invoice fraud, with
HR , legal, and IT
firms most at risk .

Source: Lloyds Bank
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Superpowers:
Ex-member of a traveling circus
where she honed her talents as
a trapeze artist and
contortionist. She bends to fit
any nook and cranny, enters
buildings through keyholes,
does her dirty deed, and leaves
through the plumbing.

Likes:
Y Looking at people,
buildings, or mailboxes and
finding the weakest spotL
Y Playing a game of Twister
(she always wins).

Favorite victim:
Overworked vendors with
suboptimal email security.



Catchphrase:
“Your invoice is past due.”
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Account Takeover
Al an
VILLIAN #5

Along with BEC ,
E A C a tt a c k s
accounted for

$1.86 billion
in reported losses

Source: FBI 2020
Internet Crime Report
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in 2020.

Superpowers:
After being bitten by a
radioactive spirit, Alan’s
corporeal form can phase in
and out of existence - and he
uses that to his advantage. He
blends perfectly into the
shadows and snatches away
victims’ belongings without
making so much as a whisper.
He quickly realized that the
most important thing in the
wallets he stole wasn’t money,
but markers of identity.

Likes:
Z Watching Ocean’s Twelve,
especially that scene with
the laser danceO
Z Managing an underground
document forging operation
in his spare time.

Favorite victim:
Any account without multifactor authentication.



Catchphrase:
“I am the captain now.”
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Vishing
Val
VILLIAN #6

The FBI received over
15,0 0 0 tech suppor t
vishing fraud
complaints in 2 02 0,

Source: FBI 2020
Internet Crime Report
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with losses
increasing 171%

over 2 019.

Superpowers:

Words as smooth as silk and as
sharp as swords. Will lull you
into a polite conversation by
pretending to be someone
from customer support, billing,
or order fulfillment. Her
questions are a series of small
honey-laden traps that start
with asking your name and
chatting about the weather,
and end with you willingly yet
unwillingly divulging your
entire identity over the phone.

Likes:
b Simultaneously hosting four
podcastsK
b Teaming up with Spear
Phishing Sam, her twin
brother.

Favorite victim:
People who are too polite to
hang up the phone on another
human being.

Catchphrase:
“I have a few quick questions
for you before I can process
that order return.”
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That’s a pretty problematic set of
characters we just met. Is there a
superhero who can vanquish them?

Yes, the superhero is you. 


You, sitting at your desk, adjusting your bluelight glasses,
working through your inbox, trying your best. The more
aware you are of The BEC Brigade, the better chances you have
of not falling prey to their perniciousness.

The onus shouldn't all be on you,
though. Human error is a part of
being human. To lower the cost of
your mistakes, learn how
Armorblox can help.
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Email Security for your Cloud Office

